TRUST IN PROVIDENCE
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"We have believed in the Love
When you go to the source of
Daniel Brother, you finally

come

of

God

for us" (1 Jn. 4:16).

the apostolic

dynamism

of

of necessity to a stop at his

God: the certitude of being loved by Him;
the certitude that he is constantly present in our lives; the
certitude that he knows everything concerning his apostle;
the certitude that he looks after all the events of our
existence; the certitude that everybody is loved by Him in the
same way and called to share in His own happiness.
In actual fact, this Love of God at work in our lives is called
faith in the

Love

of

divine Providence; the ideal of the apostle
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surrender himself fully to this Providence, in the assurance
that this

the real road to holiness

is

fruitfulness.

It

is

and

to real apostolic

a merciful Love, because

it

knows our

weakness and forgives our faults; it is a considerate Love,
which goes on ahead of our necessities which are the seeds of
eternity. The secret of Daniel Brother was clear to the eyes of
everyone

who

got near to him:

it

was

his certitude in the

beneficent presence of divine Providence in

all

his

work and

And so we must have confidence in God and
sometimes learn how to wait: "It will happen in God's good

in all of his
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time" he used to say.

His audacity and his moral strength appeared sometimes

beyond

belief to those

profound

if

faith in divine Providence.

everything:

would

around him,

"How good

it

is

to

they did not realise his

He depended on

it

for

be God's instrument!" he

And, in every circumstance, he hastened to thank
Providence, even in adversity: "God has tested us for our
own good, and we could have been tried even further were it
not for Him". His closest collaborators recognised that he
was able to welcome whatever God decided because of his
habitual interior union with God
then he would launch
the enterprise and go into action full of confidence!
Daniel Brother loved to say to everybody that it was
Providence which conducted the work of Auteuil. He
refused to accept any congratulations and whenever
someone wanted to acclaim him he would disappear. "Look
here, we think sometimes that all the success is due to us; but
say.
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keep the wolf from the door ... if
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for example, I was suddenly to disappear
wish to have any other financial security ... as long as we can
say to God, 'I have welcomed these unhappy children out of
love for you, help me now to raise them we can be certain
that Providence will play its part. If I ever dared to
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During the construction of the basilica, Daniel used to
day a cheque for a thousand francs from
Therese through a wellwisher. He could not keep count of
such financial interventions from the Saint whom he
considered as his agent before the throne of God. He wrote,
'The time has come to reveal the spiritual closeness which
exists between our work for the orphans of Auteuil and the
holy Carmelite of Lisieux. At the very moment when I could
no longer depend on human help, Providence extended its
receive every

saving arm.

And

the

name

of Providence

is

Therese of

Lisieux".

This submission to Providence of course did not prevent

him from following the normal human ways of prudence. He
was bold but not rash, he proceeded with intelligence and
skill, and thus he remains a living example of that happy
alliance between the human and the divine where the
man, under the guidance of God, are exercised
liberty, for contrary to what is commonly thought, the

faculties of a

in full

action of
Fr.

God makes human

Brother certainly did

liberty blossom.

work

hard, surrounded

by

excellent

men and women collaborators. "God helps those who help
themselves". He left nothing to chance. One witness
reported, "If he acted in a way which seemed beyond the
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bounds of reason, it is only because what was reasonable to
him was different to what it was for us. God was the life and
soul of all his activity; you could feel that even if he did not
say

it".

He

consulted others and collected

certainly

all

information he could. His religious superiors, even

the

when

they were alarmed at the range of his projects, always had

confidence that he

knew

would succeed

his native prudence.

had some
consisted in working
certainly
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new

"My
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as hard as possible, writing thousands

new initiatives, always being

was needed most, and being

lookout for

end because they

luck!" But Daniel replied,

of letters, continually trying out

where

in the

joker remarked, "You've

opportunities".

He used

ceaselessly

on the

to laughingly insist

had brought him in more than twenty-five
and that if anybody wanted a relic of him after
they should take his penholder because it had

that his inkwell

million francs

he died,

worked
that

is

so hard for the homeless children of Auteuil (and

just

what happened).

This profound faith in divine Providence, together with his
great

wisdom and

his

immense

capacity for hard

work and

taking initiatives, remains an example for the apostle of
today. For

Our Lord continues

to call to all sorts of ministries

men and women who are full
merciful love, and who are ready
those

of confidence in his
to

put into effect

everything needed to carry out projects of love on behalf of

His children in need. To all those apostolic men and women,
he accords his most privileged graces so that in faithful
alliance with his love, and in their generous fidelity, they can
in their turn bear

much

fruit.
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Prayer
Dear Father Brother,
I fully understand the message you have for me today,
namely, that abandonment to divine Providence is the secret
of the profound happiness of the apostle. This road, marked
out by a response of authentic love to the love of 'The one
who has loved us first" (1 Jn. 4:19), I wish to follow in the
same joy and in the same enthusiasm which were yours.
Thank-you for asking for this on my behalf.
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